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‘preferably two or four so that 

-_ would be a dead end and non-matchable. 
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1 
.‘iiThis inventionmelates to a game. It has for 
its-imain ‘object to provide an amusement game 
that will be simple and-interesting so that chil 
dren as well as adults may play same without 
di?iculty. I , 

, Further objects are to provide such a game the 
parts of which are simple in structure, cheap to 
manufacture, attractive in appearance, and ex 
tremely durable. I , 

_. Other objects and advantages will appear from 
the drawing and description. 
By referring to the drawing, part of this appli 

cation, it will be observed that the ?gure is a 
‘ plan view of 28 square blocks placed adjacent 
each other. In detail it will appear there is one 
block 2iv with a red half circle indicated on each 
edge portion of the face; a ‘12 block. with a red 
half circle on two edge portions of the face; an 
11 block with one white and one red; a 10 block 
with red and blue; a 10 block with two whites; a 
9 block with a blue and a white; a 9 block with 
red and green; an 8 block with a brown and red; 
an 8 block with green and white; an 8 block with 
two blues; a '7>block with white and brown; a 7 
block with red and yellow; a 7 block with blue 
and green; a 6 block with white and yellow; a 
6 block with two greens; a 6 block with a blue and 
a brown; a 5 block with blue and yellow; a 5 block 
with green and brown; a 5 block with one white 
and the balance of its face black; a 4. block with 
one blue and the balance of ‘its face black; a 4 
block with green and yellow; a' 4 block with two 
browns; a 3 block with one green and the balance 
of its face black; a 3 block with a brown and a 
yellow; a 2 block with two yellows; a 2 block with 
one brown and the balance of its face black; a 
1 blockwith one yellow and the balance of its 
face black; a master block 21 with brown, red, 
blue, ‘yellow, green, ‘white. The balance of the 
faces of .the blocks other (than black, may be any 
color that would not con?ict with the playing 
colors “within the half circles. The backs and 
edges, of all the blocks are black so that when 
placed with faces down they would all look alike. 
The game may be played by several players, 

the blocks would 
divide evenly. : ' 

I Toiiplay the game the holder of block 24 would 
play ‘?rst. Then the others 'would follow by 
matching-the half circle colors or passing. Black 

When 
the game progressed as far as possible the sum 
total of the numbers on the non-played blocks 
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g ‘The 24 block should 
could be'made withv other blocks; 

on‘ its-face. . .. . .. 1 ._ 

The blocks may be made of any material suit 
able for the purpose, such as wood, plastic, or 
heavy card board. Also may be made in differ 
ent sizes, but the sizesshown in the drawing are 
approximately the preferred. 
While I have shown and described the pre- I 

ferred embodiment of my invention. I do not wish 
to limit same to the exact and precise details of _ 
structure, but reserve the right to make all modi 
?cations and changes so long as they remain 
within the spirit and scope of the invention and 
the following claim. 
Having described my invention I claim: 
In a set of game playing ?at blocks comprising; 

one block with the number 24 on its face and four 
half disk designs painted red on its face and posi 
tioned one adiacent each edge of the face; one 

. block with the number 21 on its. face and six 
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“would ,determine the _ loser, the player holding , 
the blocks making the largest’sum.‘ 55 

half disk designs painted on its face, one being 
‘ brown, one being red one being blue, one being 
yellow, one being. green. one being white; one 
block with the number 12 on its face and two 
half disk designs painted red on its face; one 
block with the number 11 on its face and two 
half disk designs painted on its face, one being 
white, one being red; one block with number 10 
on its face and two half disk designs painted on 
its face, one being red. one being blue: one block 
with number 10 on its face and two half disk de 
signs painted white on its face; one block with 
number 9 on its face and two half disk designs 
painted on its face, one being white and one being 
blue; one block with number 9 on its face and two 
half disk designs painted on its face, one being 
red and one being green; one block with num 
her 8 on its face and two half disk designs painted 
on its face, one being brown and one being red; 
one block with number 8 on its face and two half 
disk designs painted on its face. one being green 
and one being white; one block with number 8 
on its face and two half disk designs painted on 
its face, both being blue; one block with number 
7 on its face and two-half disk designs painted 
on its face, one being white and one being brown; 
one block with number '7 on its face and two half 
disk designs painted on its face, one being red 
and one being yellow; one block with number .7 
on its face and two half disk designs painted on 
its face, one being blue and one being green; one 
block with number 6 on; its face and two halfv disk 
designs painted on its face, "one being whit'eand 

be played ?rst; but seen? 
The .21.;1block. 

would .be' the joker ‘as it has allthe playing colors} 



3 
one being yellow; one block with number 6 on its 
face and two half disk designs painted green on 
its face; one block with number 6 on its face and 
two half disk designs painted on its face, one 
being blue and one being brown; one block with 
number 5 on its face and two half disk designs 
painted on its face, one being blue and one being 
yellow; one block with number 5 on its face and 
two half disk designs painted on its face, one 
being green and one being brown; one block with 
number 5 on its face and one half disk design 
painted white on its face and other parts of face 
painted black; one block with number 4 on its 
face and one half disk design painted blue on its 
face and other parts of face painted black; one 
block with number 4 on its face and two half disk 
designs painted on its face, one being green and 
one being yellow; one block with number 4 on its 
face and two half disk designs painted brown on 
its face; one block with number 3 on its face 
andi'one halfv disk design painted green on its 
face'..and the other parts of the face painted 
black; one block with number 3 on its face and 
two half disk designs painted on its face, one 
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being brown and one being yellow; one block 
With number 2 on its face and two half disk de 
signs painted yellow on its face; one block with 
number 2 on its face and one half disk design 
painted brown on its face and the other parts of 
the face painted black; one block with number 1 
on its face and one half disk design painmd on 
its face and other parts of face painted black. 
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